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FIG 2 
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VEHICLE MOVEMENT CONTROLLER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to a vehicle motion 
control device that controls the acceleration/deceleration of a 
vehicle when entering a curve and/or exiting a curve. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002. As a conventional vehicle motion control device 
that controls acceleration/deceleration during cornering 
(while traveling through a curve), there is known, for 
example, that disclosed in Patent Document 1. The object of 
the technique disclosed in Patent Document 1 is to provide a 
vehicle motion control device that clearly establishes specific 
principles of control timing with respect to accelerator, Steer 
ing and brake manipulation, and that is able to perform 
motion control based thereon. 
0003 Specifically, with respect to a vehicle motion control 
device comprising a device that controls vehicle steering, 
there is provided a control means that controls the steering or 
longitudinal acceleration/deceleration of the vehicle using at 
least the vehicle's longitudinal or lateral jerk information. 
0004. In addition, in Non-Patent Document 1, principles 
for setting a vehicle's longitudinal acceleration/deceleration 
in accordance with the vehicle's lateral jerk are described. 
0005. In addition, in order to reduce the kinetic energy that 
the vehicle possesses, the driver may sometimes perform a 
deceleration operation in the Zone leading up to curve entry 
(i.e., prior to entering a curve). As a method of automatically 
performing Such deceleration, Patent Document 2 is known. 
0006 Patent Document 1: JP Patent Application Publica 
tion (Kokai) No. 2007-290650. 

0007 Patent Document 2: JP Patent Application Publica 
tion (Kokai) No. 10-269499. 

0008. Non-Patent Document 1: Yamakado, Abe, “Pro 
posal of the longitudinal driver model in coordination with 
steering action based upon Jerk Information’. Proceed 
ings/Manuscripts of Technical Paper Presentations, No. 
108-07, pp. 21-26, 2007, Society of Automotive Engineers 
of Japan, Inc. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

Problems to be Solved by the Invention 

0009. With respect to the vehicle motion control device 
disclosed in Patent Document 1, it is stated that the timing for 
starting or ending vehicle longitudinal acceleration control is 
when lateral jerk is near Zero. In addition, in Non-Patent 
Document 1, a discussion is provided regarding basic prin 
ciples for calculating vehicle longitudinal acceleration in 
accordance with vehicle lateral jerk that takes the accelera 
tion/deceleration control timing of Patent Document 1 into 
consideration. 
0010 Considering the above from the perspective of 
vehicle motion, by way of example, by decelerating when 
lateral acceleration increases as a corner (curve) is entered, 
the load on the front-wheel is increased due to the fictitious 
force that acts on a center of gravity point having some height 
from the ground and the cornering stiffness of the front 
wheels is increased, while on the other hand the load on the 
rear wheels decreases, and the cornering stiffness of the rear 
wheels is decreased. 
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0011. In addition, by accelerating when lateral accelera 
tion decreases as a corner (curve) is exited, the load is shifted 
to the rear wheel, thereby stabilizing the vehicle. 
0012. In addition, in Patent Document 2, such information 
as the radius of a curve ahead, the distance to the curve, etc., 
are obtained using a navigation system, etc., a speed that 
results in pre-defined target lateral acceleration, in other 
words a target speed, is determined, and deceleration is gen 
erated in Such a manner that, over the distance up to the curve, 
the target vehicle speed is reached from the current vehicle 
speed, thereby reducing the strain of driving on the driver. 
0013 Problems with known techniques regarding such 
deceleration methods during cornering are discussed below. 
(0014 With respect to Patent Document 1 and Non-Patent 
Document 1, constantly imparting vehicle longitudinal accel 
eration in accordance with the lateral jerk generated with 
respect to the vehicle in Such a manner may not necessarily 
result in control that reflects the driver's intent as S/he enters 
the curve. 

0015 Specifically, if deceleration is carried out in accor 
dance with lateral jerk only (i.e., imparting deceleration 
because lateral jerk increases as a result of entering a curve), 
Some drivers may experience fear due to the high speed at 
curve entry. 
0016. Accordingly, it is necessary to perform deceleration 
for the purpose of reducing kinetic energy prior to entering 
the curve. If, in view of the above, the methods disclosed in 
Patent Document 1 and Non-Patent Document 1 were to be 
applied to Patent Document 2, the above-mentioned decel 
eration amount for decelerating in accordance with lateral 
jerk would not be coordinated with the pre-curve entry decel 
eration amount, and a level difference in deceleration would 
occurat curve entry, thereby potentially giving the driver the 
impression of jerkiness in vehicle behavior. 
0017. The acceleration methods for exiting curves dis 
closed in Patent Document 1 and Non-Patent Document 1 are 
next discussed. During a steady turn, the lateral acceleration 
assumes a constant value, and the lateral jerk is therefore 0. 
When exiting a curve, since the lateral acceleration decreases 
in the transition Zone of from a steady turn to linear travel, the 
lateral jerk becomes negative. 
0018. Here, although acceleration is started from when the 
lateral jerk is 0, the period during which acceleration is 
imparted only lasts while the lateral jerk is negative. When 
traveling the transition Zone for exiting the curve, the load on 
the front wheels decreases due to acceleration, the load on the 
rear wheels increases, and the restoring yaw moment conse 
quently increases. This, from a vehicle motion dynamics 
standpoint, is logical and effective in that the vehicle becomes 
stable. 

0019. However, from the standpoint of thereafter acceler 
ating to a speed desired by the driver, merely accelerating 
only while the lateral jerk is negative may cause an unnatural 
feel for the driver as a result of the post-acceleration speed 
being too high, or conversely too low, due to there being no 
restrictive conditions regarding speed. 
0020. The present invention is made in order to solve such 
problems, and an object thereof is to provide a vehicle motion 
control device that enables, more safely, with less of an 
unnatural feel, and with an appropriate controlamount, decel 
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eration control at curve entry (deceleration control from 
shortly before the driver starts steering) and/or acceleration 
control at curve exit. 

Means for Solving the Problems 
0021 A vehicle motion control device of the present 
invention that solves the problems above is a vehicle motion 
control device that performs acceleration/deceleration con 
trol of a vehicle at curve entry and/or curve exit, the vehicle 
motion control device comprising: a lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration calculation means that calcu 
lates the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration of the vehicle 
in accordance with the lateraljerk of the vehicle; and a vehicle 
speed control means that calculates deceleration to be gener 
ated with respect to the vehicle before entering a curve, taking 
into consideration the acceleration/deceleration calculated by 
the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration cal 
culation means. 

Effects of the Invention 

0022. According to the present invention, since the vehicle 
speed control means takes the acceleration/deceleration cal 
culated by the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decel 
eration calculation means into consideration in calculating 
the pre-curve entry deceleration, over-deceleration is pre 
vented, mitigating any unnatural feel the driver may experi 
ence. Specific effects with respect to each of the claims will be 
described with the embodiments below. The present specifi 
cation incorporates the contents of the specification and/or 
the drawings of JP Patent Application No. 2009-244886 from 
which the present application claims priority. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0023 FIG. 1 is a configuration diagram of a vehicle with 
respect to Embodiment 1. 
0024 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a control con 
figuration with respect to Embodiment 1. 
0025 FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a control flow with 
respect to Embodiment 1. 
0026 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an 
entrance and minimum radius estimation method with respect 
to a curve ahead using a stereo camera. 
0027 FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a reliability calcula 
tion method and curve detection determination method with 
respect to Embodiment 1. 
0028 FIG. 6 is a diagram showing gain with respect to 
accelerator pedal opening. 
0029 FIG. 7 is a diagram depicting a scene where a state 
of curve traveling is reached from a pre-curve linear Zone. 
0030 FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an estimated lateral 
jerk calculation method with respect to a transition Zone of a 
CUV. 

0031 FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a method of calcu 
lating an acceleration/deceleration order value from pre 
curve entry deceleration and lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration. 
0032 FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating another method of 
calculating an acceleration/deceleration order value from 
pre-curve entry deceleration and lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration. 
0033 FIG. 11 is a configuration diagram of a vehicle with 
respect to Embodiment 2. 
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0034 FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing a control con 
figuration with respect to Embodiment 2. 
0035 FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating a means of resolv 
ing deceleration discontinuity caused by the coexistence of a 
driver's brake manipulation and lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration. 
0036 FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating another means of 
resolving deceleration discontinuity caused by the coexist 
ence of a driver's brake manipulation and lateral motion 
coordinated acceleration/deceleration. 
0037 FIG. 15 is a diagram depicting a scene where a state 
of traveling straight is reached from a state of traveling a 
CUV. 

0038 FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating an estimated lateral 
jerk calculation method with respect to a transition Zone of a 
CUV. 

0039 FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a method of cor 
recting an acceleration order value while the acceleratorpedal 
is stepped on. 
0040 FIG. 18 is a diagram showing an interface (dial) for 
practicing the present invention. 
0041 FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating a driver notification 
method for practicing the present invention. 
0042 FIG.20 is a diagram illustrating the fact that the yaw 
moment imparted to the vehicle varies depending on the 
driving force system. 
0043 FIG. 21 is a diagram illustrating a control method 
for cruise control with respect to the present embodiments. 

LIST OF REFERENCE NUMERALS 

0044 0 Vehicle 
0045 1. Wheel 
0046) 2 Wheel speed sensor 
0047 3 Vehicle speed calculator 
0048 4 Steering angle sensor 
0049) 5 Accelerator pedal opening sensor 
0050 6 Vehicle motion control device 
0051 7 Driving force generation means 
0.052 8 Brake 
0053 9 Stereo camera (curve recognition means) 
0054) 10 Hydraulic brake unit 
0055 11 Lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decel 
eration calculation unit 

0056 12 Vehicle speed control device 
0057 13 Acceleration/deceleration combining unit 
0058. 14 Generator 
0059 15 Battery 
0060 16 Rear-wheel motor 

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

Embodiment 1 

Vehicle Configuration 

0061. A configuration example of a vehicle is shown in 
FIG.1. As shown in FIG. 1, a vehicle 0 comprises: wheels 1a, 
1b, 1c, and 1d; wheel speed sensors 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d., a 
vehicle speed calculator 3; a steering angle sensor 4; an accel 
erator pedal opening detection sensor 5; a vehicle motion 
control device 6; a driving force generation means 7: hydrau 
lic brakes 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d; a stereo camera 9; and a hydrau 
lic brake unit 10. Each element is described in detail below. 
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0062. The revolution rates of the wheels 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d 
are detected with the wheel speed sensors 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d. 
Based on the revolution rates of the respective wheels 
detected with the wheel speed sensors 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d of the 
respective wheels, the vehicle speed calculator 3 calculates 
vehicle speed V, which is the speed of the vehicle 0 in the 
travel direction. At the vehicle speed calculator 3, first, speeds 
Va, Vb, Vc, and Vd of the respective wheels in the travel 
direction are calculated by multiplying the angular speeds of 
the respective wheels by the turning radius of the wheels. 
Vehicle speed V may be the average of speeds Va, Vb, Vc, and 
Vd. In addition, although not shown in the drawings, a signal 
from a ground vehicle speed sensor using a millimeter wave 
radar, etc., may be taken to be vehicle speed V. 
0063. The steering angle sensor 4 detects the steering 
angle of the vehicle 0, and, by way of example, one that is of 
a generally known rotary encoder type is used. Steering angle 
Ö detected by the steering angle sensor 4 is inputted to the 
vehicle motion control device 6. 

0064. The accelerator pedal opening detection sensor 5 
detects the extent to which the accelerator pedal is stepped on 
by the driver, and it may be of a common type that turns the 
above-mentioned extent into an electric signal by means of 
for example, a Hall element within the sensor, etc., and out 
puts it as a Voltage. 
0065. The vehicle motion control device 6 comprises an 
electric circuit and a microcomputer, or just a microcomputer, 
and it comprises, as control elements: a lateral motion-coor 
dinated acceleration/deceleration calculation unit 11; a 
vehicle speed control device 12; and an acceleration/decel 
eration combining unit 13. The deceleration calculated at the 
vehicle motion control device 6 is fed to the hydraulic brake 
unit 10 as a fluid pressure order value. The pre-curve entry 
deceleration calculation logic will be discussed later. 
0066 For the hydraulic brake unit 10, one that performs, 
for example, pump-up type BBW (Brake By Wire) control is 
used. The hydraulic brake unit 10 comprises a fluid pressure 
servo that feeds fluid pressure to the hydraulic brakes 8a, 8b, 
8c, and 8d of the respective wheels. With respect to the brake 
manipulation amount by the driver, the master cylinder pres 
Sure and pedal stroke are compared with an order master 
cylinder pressure and order wheel cylinder pressure con 
verted from the acceleration/deceleration order value from 
the vehicle motion control device 6, and the maximum value 
is taken to be an order value for the fluid pressure servo. The 
fluid pressure servo performs control in Such a manner as to 
achieve a fluid pressure that realizes the order value, and feeds 
fluid pressure to the brakes 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d of the respective 
wheels. 

0067. The driving force generation means 7 is a means for 
driving the vehicle 0, and comprises, for example, an engine 
(internal combustion engine), a variable gearbox, and a dif 
ferential. Alternatively, it may comprise a motor instead of an 
engine. The signal of the accelerator pedal opening detection 
sensor 5 is fed to an engine control unit (not shown), and the 
opening/closing of the throttle valve is controlled based on 
this information. 

0068. The stereo camera 9 comprises two monocular cam 
eras disposed on the left and right of a frame, and realizes a 
function of recognizing the environment Surrounding the 
vehicle. The number of cameras is by no means limited to 
two, and three or more may be provided as well. By way of 
example, the frame is attached near the rear-view mirror 
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inside the vehicle cabin, and internally comprises, a CPU, 
RAM, ROM, etc., for processing images that have been cap 
tured. 

0069. With respect to the images captured by the left and 
right cameras, based on the parallax between the left and the 
right, distance LPC from the vehicle 0 to the entrance of a 
curve and minimum radius Rimin of the curve ahead are 
calculated from the distance to an object in the periphery of 
the road, and so forth. Since detailed descriptions of image 
processing methods can be found in known documents (e.g., 
JP Patent Application Publication (Kokai) No. 2008-240166, 
etc.), the same will be omitted herein. 

<Control Configuration> 

0070 A control configuration with respect to the present 
embodiment is shown in FIG. 2. As mentioned above, each 
sensor's output is fed to the lateral motion-coordinated accel 
eration/deceleration calculation unit 11 and the vehicle speed 
control device 12. At the lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration calculation unit 11, using the information 
from the steering angle sensor 4 and the vehicle speed calcu 
lator 3, lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
GX dGy, which is longitudinal acceleration/deceleration that 
is coordinated with the lateral motion of the vehicle 0, is 
calculated and outputted to the acceleration/deceleration 
combining unit 13. Further, the lateral jerk of the vehicle 0 at 
a transition Zone (easement curve Zone) ahead, where there is 
a transition from a straight path to a curve, is estimated and 
outputted to the vehicle speed control device 12 as estimated 
lateral jerk Gx dGypre. 
0071. The vehicle speed control device 12 calculates the 
deceleration that is to take place before entering the curve, 
and outputs it to the acceleration/deceleration combining unit 
13. At the acceleration/deceleration combining unit 13, lat 
eral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy 
calculated at the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/de 
celeration calculation unit 11 and deceleration Gx PreC cal 
culated at the vehicle speed control device 12 are combined 
and outputted as the final deceleration. 

<Control Flow 

0072 A control flow is described specifically using FIG.3. 
(0073 First, in step S10, distance LPC from the vehicle 0 to 
curve entrance C ahead as well as curve minimum radius 
Rmin of the curve are calculated (curve information acquisi 
tion means). For the above, by way of example, one where the 
distance to the curve ahead and radius information (curve 
information) are transmitted to the vehicle 0 by means of a 
communications unit mounted on a mirror at the curve, etc., 
and so forth, is conceivable. However, in the present embodi 
ment, a description is provided with respect to a method of 
estimating a curve based on the arrangement of lane markers 
and obstacles ahead using the Stereo camera 9. 
0074. With respect to FIG. 4, there is assumed a scene at 
curve entry where a steady turn Zone of the curve (arc curve 
Zone: points D-E, radius Rimin) is entered from a straight Zone 
(pre-curve Zone: points A-C, Zone length LPC) via a transi 
tion Zone of the curve (easement curve Zone: points C-D, Zone 
length LCL). 
0075. The stereo camera 9 detects the distances to the left 
and right road edges at each point (Xo. X1,X2, Xs, X. . . . ) of 
references points (referred to as segments) provided at regular 
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intervals along lineX extending from the vehicle's center axis 
parallel to the longitudinal direction of the vehicle 0. 
0.076 From the above distance data, the distances between 
lineX extending from the vehicle's center axis and the center 
line of the road are respectively designated yo, y1, y2 ya . . . . 
The information to be calculated are distance LPC from the 
vehicle 0 to the transition Zone, and radius Rimin of the steady 
turn ZOne. 

0077. The transition Zone (Zone CD) is, for ordinary roads, 
approximated with a clothoid curve. This may be expressed as 
follows, where the course of the center line of the mad is 
expressed with respect to a coordinate system whose origin is 
point C: 

Eq. 1 

= L X1 L L (1) 
* = c XI 402 + 3451 

Eq. 2 

L L L (2) 
y = 1 - -- 6R 56R2 7040R4 

0078 Assuming that radius Rimin is sufficiently greater 
than easement curve length LCL, the second and Subsequent 
terms in Equations 1 and 2 may be disregarded. Accordingly, 
the relationship between X and y is given by the following 
cubic function. 

Eq. 3 

0079 A in Equation3 above is a parameter of the clothoid 
curve, and is expressed in terms of radius Riminand clothoid 
curve length LCL. As such, this cubic function has the fol 
lowing relationship. 

Eq. 4 

W0 yo (4) 
- : - 8 
W y 

0080. Using this relationship, distance LPC to the transi 
tion Zone, and radius Rimin may be expressed by the following 
equations. 

Eq. 5 

X. (1 - Ve)-AX (5) 
LPC = - 1- We 
Eq. 6 

X, - LPC (6) 
min - 6y, x LCL 

0081. Here, due to the characteristics of clothoid curves, 
transition Zone distance LCL is indeterminate. Unless the 
curve is actually traveled, it is impossible to detect the length 
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of this transition Zone with cameras, radars, etc., and, in 
practice, it would have to be estimated from the structure of 
the road. 

I0082. By way of example, according to the Government 
Order on Road Design Standards, as shown in Table 1, trav 
eled roads have respectively designated design speeds, and a 
transition Zone distance (easement curve length) and turning 
radius are designated in accordance with the design speed. 

TABLE 1 

Relationship among design speed, easement curve, and curve radius 
taken from the Government Order on Road Design Standards 

Design Speed Transition Zone Distance Curve Radius 
km/h) m LCL m Rimin 

120 100 570-710 
1OO 85 380-460 
8O 70 230-280 
60 50 120-1SO 
50 40 80-100 
40 35 SO-60 
30 25 30 
2O 2O 15 

I0083. While it is observed that the turning radius varies 
from road to mad, the variation in travel Zone among roads is 
relatively small. As such, it is speculated that extensive use of 
the transition Zone distances in Table 1 should pose no prob 
lems. In addition, if it is possible to obtain information on the 
radius of the curve ahead from map information by means of 
a navigation system, etc., transition Zone distance LCL may 
be calculated, making it possible to grasp a series of charac 
teristics of the curve with favorable precision. 
I0084. In addition, in the present embodiment, the transi 
tion Zone is approximated with a clothoid curve, and further 
approximated with a cubic function. However, there are other 
known methods for calculating the distance to the transition 
Zone, the transition Zone distance and the curve radius, and 
the method above is by no means limiting. 
I0085 Thus, in the present embodiment, signals outputted 
by the stereo camera 9 comprise distance LPC from the 
vehicle 0 to curve entrance C, and minimum curve radius 
Rmin. 

I0086) Next, in step S20, it is determined whether or not a 
curve lies ahead of the vehicle 0. 

I0087. A schematic diagram for a curve detection determi 
nation method is shown in FIG. 5. FIG. 5(a) is a graph 
regarding distance LPC to curve entrance C, where the broken 
line denotes distance LPC as outputted by the stereo camera 
9, and the dash-dot line denotes estimated distance LV to 
curve entrance C as derived through time integration of cur 
rent vehicle speed V. 
I0088. The pair of dotted lines appearing above and below 
estimated distance LV in FIG. 5(a) are tolerable upper limit 
LV upper and tolerable lower limit LV lower, and they are 
obtained by respectively adding or Subtracting a predeter 
mined value to or from estimated distance LV. 

0089 First, when distance LPC to curve entrance C falls 
below pre-defined threshold L. upperlim (t1), this value is 
taken to be an initial value, and a calculation of distance LV to 
curve entrance C using the time integral of current vehicle 
speed V is started. Assuming that the sampling time is ts, this 
may be expressed by the following equation. 
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Eq. 7 

L=L upperlim-V*ts (7) 

0090 Next, FIG. 5(b) illustrates a method of calculating 
reliability Con, where reliability Con is calculated as follows. 

Eq. 8 

L. les-LPC's L. e. Con-Con Z-C (8) 

Eq. 9 

LPC's L., &LPCPL Con-Con 2 (9) 
where Con Z in Equations 8 and 9 above is the value of 
reliability Con from one unit of sampling time earlier. In other 
words, reliability Con is incremented by constant c as long as 
distance LPC lies within the range between tolerable upper 
limit LV upper and tolerable lower limit LV lower (t1-t2. 
t3-t4). However, constant c may be a fixed value, or it may be 
variable depending on the circumstances. 
0091. On the other hand, reliability Con retains previous 
value Con Zwhen distance LPC is outside the range between 
tolerable upper limit LV upper and tolerable lower limit 
LV lower (t2-t3, ta-t5). However, the method is not limited to 
retaining previous value Con Z, and may instead involve 
Subtracting constant c. 
0092. In addition, if the state of Equation 9 mentioned 
above continues for a given duration (t5-t4), reliability Con is 
reset to 0. Thus, if reliability Con exceeds threshold Con th, 
it is determined that a curve has been detected, a curve detec 
tion flag is activated as shown in FIG. 5(c), and an affirmative 
determination is made in step S20, whereas a negative deter 
mination is made if the flag is not activated. 
0093. With a means that thus determines a curve, reliabil 
ity Con is accumulated only while distance LPC to curve 
entrance C as sensed by the stereo camera 9 lies within a 
predetermined range relative to the distance derived through 
time integration of current vehicle speed V, and it is deter 
mined to be a curve when reliability Con becomes equal to or 
greater than a predetermined value, Con th. 
0094. Next, a description is provided with respect to a 
method in step S30 of calculating distance LPC d to curve 
entrance C and minimum curve radius Rimin d which are to 
be ultimately outputted in the present block. It is assumed 
that: 

Eq. 10 

LPC d=Liv Rimin d=Rmin (10) 

when a curve detection flag is activated (when detected) as in 
FIG. 5(c) (t7). 
0095. Thereafter, while this curve detection flag is acti 
vated, the time constant of a first-order low-pass filter may be 
made greater to reduce fluctuations in minimum curve radius 
Rmin. 
0096) Next, in step S40, it is determined whether or not the 
accelerator opening detected with the accelerator pedal open 
ing detection sensor 5 is equal to or less than a predetermined 
value, Apo c. It is thus determined whether or not the driver 
intends to decelerate. If the accelerator opening exceeds pre 
determined value Apo c, it is determined that the accelerator 
is stepped on and that the intention to accelerate or to maintain 
a certain speed is present, thereby resulting in a No. On the 
other hand, if it is equal to or less than predetermined value 
Apo c, it is determined that the driverintends to decelerate by 
lifting his/her foot off the accelerator or by returning the 
accelerator, thereby resulting in a Yes, and the process pro 
ceeds to step S50. A determination may be made by means of 
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a flag with predetermined value Apo c as a threshold as in the 
present embodiment, or, as in FIG. 6, a table may be 
employed where the deceleration gain calculated in step S90 
is made to be 1 if the accelerator opening falls to or below a 
given accelerator opening, APO th, where the gain is made to 
be 0 otherwise, and where the interval is varied in a continu 
ous fashion. Thus, abrupt changes in the deceleration output 
may be reduced. 
(0097. Next, in step S50, it is determined whether or not 
current vehicle speed V is equal to or greater than a predeter 
mined speed, Vimin. It is assumed that no deceleration control 
intervention is to be performed to begin with for extremely 
low speeds. If current vehicle speed V is equal to or greater 
than predetermined speed Vimin, the result is a Yes, and the 
process proceeds to step S60. Again, by using a table as in the 
case of accelerator opening mentioned above, abrupt changes 
in deceleration may be suppressed. 
(0098 Step S41, step S51, and step S70 will now be 
described. In step S41 and step S51, determinations may 
generally be made by methods comparable to those in step 
S40 and step S50. 
0099. In step S70, lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration Gx dGy is calculated. Based on the prin 
ciples of acceleration/deceleration coordinated with lateral 
motion disclosed in Non-Patent Document 1, lateral motion 
coordinated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy is calculated 
from lateral jerk dGy and lateral acceleration Gy. An example 
of such a calculation method is presented below. In the 
present embodiment, a description will be provided with 
respect to a method in which lateral acceleration Gy and 
lateral jerk dGy are calculated from steering angle 8 and 
vehicle speed V, and in which lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration Gx dGy is calculated from lateral 
acceleration Gy and lateral jerk dGy thus calculated. 
0100. In order to calculate a lateral jerk signal from steer 
ing angle 6, it is necessary to, as with acceleration sensors, 
calculate lateral jerk dGy, and differentiate that signal. How 
ever, since the steering angle signal is ahead in phase relative 
to lateral acceleration Gy in the low frequency region, which 
is of significance in the context of vehicle motion, as com 
pared to a case where lateral jerk dGy is derived by differen 
tiating lateral acceleration Gy that occurs with respect to the 
vehicle 0, there is less of a response delay even when a 
low-pass filter of a greater time constant is applied. 
0101. A method of calculating lateral acceleration Gy and 
lateral jerk dGy from steering angle 8 is presented. There is 
employed a vehicle model that outputs yaw rate r rad/s. 
which is dependent on speed, with steering angle 8 deg and 
vehicle speed V m/s as input. Yaw rater above is expressed 
interms of yaw rate gain constant Grö(0), which does not take 
the second-order response delay of the vehicle 0 as given by 
Equation 11 below into account, and the second-order delay 
response with respect to steering angle 6. 

Eq. 11 

r(s) = G(O) 1 + TS = G(O)x8 (11) (s) ( - - r = (O)x 
1 + - + (t (O. 

0102. With respect to Equation 11 above, the terms Tr, , 
and con are parameters unique to the vehicle, and are values 
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that are pre-identified empirically. Next, from gain constant 
Grö(O), lateral acceleration Gy is given by Equation 12 below. 

Eq. 12 

G=V(dB+Gxö) (12) 

0103) The term dB in Equation 12 above is the rate of 
change in side slip angle. However, for motion that is within 
the linear region of tire force, dB may be substantially disre 
garded as being negligible. 
0104. Next, lateral acceleration Gy that has been calcu 
lated undergoes discrete differentiation and is passed through 
a low-pass characteristics filter to obtain lateral jerk dGy. 
Time constant Tlpf of the low-pass characteristics filter in this 
case takes the second-order response delay mentioned earlier 
into account. In addition, in order to coordinate the phases, 
lateral acceleration Gy that has been passed through the same 
low-pass characteristics filter of time constant Tlpf is used. 
0105. Using lateral acceleration Gy and lateral jerk dGy 
thus calculated, lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/de 
celeration Gx dGy of the vehicle 0 is calculated in accor 
dance with Equation 13 below. 

Eq. 13 

Cy (13) 
GdCy = -sgn(Gy 'd G.) (dG, 

0106 Equation 13 above basically multiplies lateral jerk 
dGy by gain Cxy to obtain a value to which a first-order delay 
is imparted. To further generalize the above, acceleration/ 
deceleration that is coordinated with lateral motion and pro 
duces less of an unnatural feel may also be achieved by an 
embodiment in which lateral jerk dGy is multiplied by pro 
portionality coefficient Cxy, as represented by Equation (14) 
below. 

Eq. 14 

G. c-CldG. (14) 

0107 Proportionality coefficient Cxy in Equation 14 
above may be varied based on speed V, the range of lateral 
acceleration Gy, side slip condition, etc. 
0108. In the present embodiment, a description has been 
provided taking as an example a case where calculations are 
performed using detection values of the various sensors 
shown in FIG. 2. However, in addition to the above, lateral 
jerk calculated from the actual lateral acceleration using an 
acceleration sensor may be used, or the lateral acceleration 
calculated by multiplying the actual yaw rate by the vehicle 
speed using a yaw rate sensor may be differentiated through 
the method presented earlier and be used as the lateral jerk. 
0109. In addition, lateral jerk dGy calculated from steer 
ing angle Ö may be construed as lateral jerk dGy intended by 
the driver, and there is a discrepancy between actual lateral 
jerk dGy and that calculated from Steering angle 6. As such, 
two values of lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decel 
eration GX dGy may be calculated respectively using both 
lateral jerk dGy calculated from steering angle 8 (feed for 
ward) and actual lateral jerk dGy (feedback), and the two may 
be combined. Thus, in step S70, lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration GX dGy corresponding to lateral 
jerk dGy is calculated. 
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0110. Next, with respect to step S60, a method of calcu 
lating estimated lateraljerk GX dGypre in transition ZoneCD 
of the curve is described. As in FIG. 7, straight Zone AC, 
transition Zone CD, and steady turn Zone DE are assumed. It 
is assumed that the point at which the driver releases the 
accelerator is B, and that the curve entrance is C. 
0111. When lateral acceleration Gy that occurs with the 
transition to curve Zone CDE is plotted on a graph, the result 
would resemble FIG. 8. Transition Zone CD begins from 
curve entrance C, and lateral acceleration Gy gradually 
increases. The gradient in this case (the rate at which lateral 
acceleration Gy increases) is lateral jerk dGy, which is the 
first-order derivative of lateral acceleration Gy and may be 
expressed as follows using t and GX max, respectively rep 
resenting the time it takes to travel between CD and the lateral 
acceleration at point D (theoretically the maximum lateral 
acceleration). 

Eq. 15 

dG, = Gy may (15) 

0112 Thus, as indicated in Equation 14, Gx dGypre, the 
deceleration estimated to occur in this Zone (estimated lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration), may be 
expressed by Equation 16 below. 

Eq. 16 

CyGyma 16 GaGype = - :- (16) 

0113. In ideal transition Zone CD formed of a clothoid 
curve, if the driver increases steering angle 8 at a constant 
steering speed, lateral acceleration Gy would increase at a 
constant rate. Accordingly, it is speculated that no significant 
sense of unnaturalness would be experienced even if lateral 
jerk dGy, which is the rate at which lateral acceleration Gy 
increases, were approximated with a linear function as in 
FIG. 8. In addition, if it is possible to detect the shape of 
transition Zone CD with favorable precision based on infor 
mation of a navigation system, etc., and a multidimensional 
function is more Suitable than a linear function, the present 
embodiment is by no means limiting. 
0114. Next, with respect to step S80, a description is pro 
vided regarding a method of calculating, before entering a 
curve, pre-curve entry deceleration GX preC, which takes 
estimated lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decelera 
tion Gx dGypre into account. A state where the driver lifts 
his/her foot off the accelerator at point B shown in FIG. 7 is 
assumed. For the case above, it is assumed that the distance 
between the vehicle 0 and curve entrance C is LPC, the 
vehicle speed is V0, and the deceleration to occur (we-curve 
entry deceleration) is Gx prec. It is assumed that the velocity 
upon reaching point C with Such pre-curve entry deceleration 
GX preC maintained is Vent. This may be expressed in an 
equation as follows. 
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Eq. 17 

G V – V6 (17) 
x prec 2LPC 

0115 Thereafter, in transition Zone CD, deceleration 
occurs based on estimated lateral motion-coordinated accel 
eration/deceleration Gx dGypre, as a result of which the 
vehicle speed at point D becomes V min. This may be 
expressed in an equation as follows. 

Eq. 18 

ent, nint-CyG nax (18) 

0116. In addition, vehicle speed Vmin may be expressed 
as follows using minimum curve radius Riminand maximum 
lateral acceleration (target lateral acceleration) Gy max. 

Eq. 19 

Vmin = w Rnin Gyna (19) 
V2 

0117 The following constraint is imposed on pre-curve 
entry deceleration GX preC that occurs here and maximum 
lateral acceleration GX max at point D. 

Eq. 20 

G. maxC.G. erec (20) 
0118. Thus, it is possible to define the magnitudes of the 
deceleration to be generated before entering the curve (pre 
curve entry deceleration GX prec) and lateral acceleration 
Gy during steady turning. By way of example, when C. is 1. 
pre-curve entry deceleration GX preC and maximum lateral 
acceleration GX max become equal. When it is 10, pre-curve 
entry deceleration Gx prec, which is the deceleration that 
occurs before entering the curve, becomes Smaller, and 
because it becomes Smaller, speedVentupon reaching point C 
becomes greater and the lateral jerk that consequently occurs 
also increases. Thus, lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/ 
deceleration GX dGy also becomes greater as per Equation 
14. 
0119 With respect to the above, by altering a by manipu 
lating a switch inside the vehicle, for example, the driver 
would be able to vary the magnitudes of the pre-curve entry 
deceleration and the deceleration in the transition Zone. Since 
preferences regarding the magnitude of pre-curve entry 
deceleration vary from driver to driver and cannot be deter 
mined uniquely, the present method is believed to be effec 
tive. 
0120) Further, from another perspective, for example, by 
obtaining external environment information, Such as lane 
width, narrowness of view, etc., in addition to distance LPC to 
curve entrance C and curve minimum radius Rimin, as 
numerical information by means of the stereo camera 9, the 
amount of deceleration to occur beforehand may be 
increased, that is, a may be reduced, if the road is narrow, 
thereby preventing traveling a curve at too high a speed and 
reducing the driver's anxiety. Further, using navigation infor 
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mation, if, based on past travel data, the road currently trav 
eled is a road that has been traveled in the past, its level of 
familiarity may be quantified, and if it is determined that the 
driver is familiar with it, the pre-curve entry deceleration 
amount may be reduced, that is, C. may be increased, thereby 
presumably making it less likely that the driver would find it 
sluggish. 
I0121 Through Equations 18-20, pre-curve entry decelera 
tion Gx preC that is to occur shortly before entering the curve 
may be expressed as 

Eq. 21 

VGs erec (21) 

I0122) Of the solutions to the biquadratic equation above, 
the positive Solution is used as pre-curve entry deceleration 
Gx preC. In addition, this does not have to be analytically 
Solved, and a solution may instead be derived from an equa 
tion that has been simplified by approximation. 
I0123. Next, with respect to step S90, a description is pro 
vided regarding a method of combining decelerations. In step 
S90, acceleration/deceleration order value GX order to be 
ultimately outputted is calculated based on pre-curve entry 
deceleration GX preC and lateral motion-coordinated accel 
eration/deceleration Gx dGy. 
0.124 Changes in deceleration across points A through D 
are shown in FIG. 9. FIG. 9(a) shows pre-curve entry decel 
eration Gx preC, lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/ 
deceleration GX dGy, and acceleration/deceleration order 
value GX order. FIG. 9(b) shows pre-curve acceleration 
GX preC and lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decel 
eration Gx dGy. 
0.125 Pre-curve entry deceleration Gx preC given by 
Equation 21 above, and lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration Gx dGy given by Equation 14 above vary 
as shown in FIGS. 9(a) and (b). Specifically, pre-curve entry 
deceleration Gx prec rises at point B before entering the 
curve, fluctuates in deceleration in the middle due to varia 
tions in detection by the stereo camera 9, and terminates at 
point C, which is the curve entrance. 
0.126 In this case, it is assumed that acceleration/decelera 
tion order value GX order is passed through the first-order 
low-pass filter, etc., of pre-curve entry deceleration GX prec. 
Instead of just a low-pass filter, the driver's accelerator 
manipulation (accelerator opening speed) from point A to 
point B may also be taken into consideration where, if the 
accelerator pedal is released relatively quickly, deceleration 
may be made to rise slightly faster, whereas if the accelerator 
is returned slowly, deceleration may be made to rise slightly 
more slowly. 
I0127. In addition, if variations were to occur in pre-curve 
entry deceleration Gx prec due to detection variations by the 
stereo camera 9, the driver would experience an unnatural feel 
due to fluctuations in deceleration. As such, as shown in FIG. 
9(a), acceleration/deceleration order value GX order may be 
made to assume the maximum value of pre-curve entry decel 
eration GX preC and maintain that value. 
I0128. Next, from point C, lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration Gx dGy on the deceleration side 
begins to rise. It would ideally rise instantaneously to a value 
equal to pre-curve entry deceleration GX prec, but since 
there exists, at CC" during which the driver's steering speed 
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becomes constant, a Zone in which lateraljerk dGy increases, 
it changes as shown in FIG. 9. 
0129. Specifically, the fluctuation in deceleration that 
occurs when lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decel 
eration GX dGy rises again after pre-curve entry deceleration 
GX preC has become 0 translates into a sense of unnatural 
ness for the driver. In addition, a change in the longitudinal 
acceleration of the vehicle 0 in Zone CD where lateral accel 
eration Gy increases also translates into a sense of unnatural 
ness for the driver. Accordingly, in Zone CC", deceleration 
(acceleration/deceleration order value GX order) is so con 
trolled as to maintain a constant value. 

0130 However, thus maintaining deceleration at a con 
stant value affects lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/ 
deceleration Gx dGy in such a manner that it becomes lower 
as compared to a case where deceleration is not maintained at 
a constant value. However, since Zone CC is short in duration, 
it is negligible for practical purposes. 
0131 Since lateral jerk dGy thereafter decreases as point 
D is approached, lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/de 
celeration GX dGy decreases. By way of example, as shown 
in FIG. 9(a), acceleration/deceleration order value Gx order 
is so controlled as to decrease as lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration GX dGy decreases. 
0.132. In addition, if, for example, lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy exceeds accelera 
tion/deceleration order value GX order, acceleration/decel 
eration order value GX order may be made equal to lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy as 
shown in FIG. 10(a). 
0133. Through such a sequence of control, acceleration/ 
deceleration order value GX order may be varied smoothly 
from AC before entering the curve across transition Zone CD, 
albeit with some fluctuation, and the sense of unnaturalness 
caused by fluctuations in deceleration may be mitigated. 
0134. In addition, although, in the present embodiment, it 

is assumed that output is made to a brake actuator as an 
actuator (an acceleration/deceleration means) that realizes 
the deceleration of acceleration/deceleration order value 
GX order, this is by no means limiting, and even with respect 
to common hybrid vehicles comprising, as vehicle compo 
nents, a motor and a brake actuator, it may be realized by 
distributing deceleration between the motor and the brake 
actuatOr. 

0135) In addition, by further using engine braking and an 
automatic transmission (AT) or a continuously variable gear 
ratio transmission (CVT). Subtracting the deceleration attain 
able through engine braking from acceleration/deceleration 
order value GX order, and allotting the remaining decelera 
tion to the brake actuator, brake pad wear may be reduced. In 
this case, although the command value for lateral motion 
coordinated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy may some 
times be faster than the response speed of engine braking, 
delicate deceleration may beachieved by a brake actuator that 
is faster than the response of engine braking. 

Embodiment 2 

0136 Embodiment 2 is next described. In Embodiment 2, 
descriptions are provided with respect to the coexistence of 
driver operation and lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/ 
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deceleration Gx dGy at the time of curve entry, as well as to 
acceleration control at the time of curve exit. 

<Vehicle Configuration> 

0.137. A configuration example of a vehicle is shown in 
FIG. 11. The vehicle in FIG. 11 is a common hybrid vehicle 
comprising: wheels 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d; wheel speed sensors 
2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d.; a vehicle speed calculator 3; a steering 
angle sensor 4; an accelerator pedal opening detection sensor 
5; a vehicle motion control device 6; a driving force generat 
ing device 7; hydraulic brakes 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d; a hydraulic 
brake unit 10: a combined sensor 18 capable of detecting 
longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration and yaw rate 
(see FIG. 12); a generator 14; a battery 15; a front-wheel 
motor (not shown); and a rear-wheel motor 16. Each compo 
nent is described below, except for parts similar to those in 
Embodiment 1. 
0.138. The driving force generation means 7 is an internal 
combustion engine in the present embodiment. The two front 
wheels, 1a and 1b, are driven via a transmission and a differ 
ential. The generator 14 directly connected to the front axle is 
driven to rotate by means of the power obtained from the 
engine 7. The electric power generated at this point becomes 
electric power for driving the battery 15, and is fed to the 
rear-wheel motor 16 via the differential. With respect to the 
above, orders are fed to the various elements, e.g., the engine, 
the generator, the motor, the battery, etc., by means of a hybrid 
controller (not shown) to perform the desired operation. 
(0.139. A brake pedal 17 quantifies the driver's brake 
manipulation amount by means of a stroke sensor, etc., and 
feeds it to the vehicle motion control device 6. In the present 
embodiment, the vehicle motion control device 6 outputs to 
the hybrid controller the driving forces and brake order values 
for the respective wheels, thereby enabling driving by the 
motor of the front wheels 1a and 1b and the engine, regen 
eration by the front-wheel motor only, driving and regenera 
tion by the rear-wheel motor 16, and braking by the hydraulic 
brake actuators 8a through 8d. With such a configuration, it is 
possible to quantify the driver's brake pedal manipulation and 
to distribute the braking force among the motor and the 
hydraulic brakes. 
0140. A control configuration with respect to the present 
embodiment is shown in FIG. 12. As presented above, each 
sensor's output is fed to the lateral motion-coordinated accel 
eration/deceleration calculation unit 11 and the vehicle speed 
control device 12. At the lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration calculation unit 11, lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy, which is longitudi 
nal acceleration/deceleration that is coordinated with lateral 
motion, is calculated using the steering angle sensor 4, the 
vehicle speed sensor 3, and the combined sensor 18, and is 
outputted to the acceleration/deceleration combining unit 13. 
The acceleration/deceleration that is to be generated in the 
transition Zone is calculated based thereon. 

<Coexistence of Driver's Brake Order Value and Lateral 
Motion-Coordinated Acceleration/Deceleration Gx dGy> 

0.141. In the present embodiment, a scene where the driver 
enters a curve with his/her own brake manipulation is 
assumed. With the technique disclosed in Non-Patent Docu 
ment 1, if the driver steps on the brake pedal from shortly 
before entering the curve (Zone AC) and terminates his/her 
brake manipulation attransition Zone CD, there occurs a level 
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difference between the deceleration based on the driver's 
brake order value and lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration Gx dGy as shown in FIG. 13(b) for 
example, which could potentially detract from the comfort of 
the ride. 
0142. As such, if, as in FIG. 13(a), lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration Gx dGy rises when the driv 
er's brake order value is not 0, acceleration/deceleration order 
value GX order maintains the driver's brake order value (de 
celeration), compares it with lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration GX dGy, and outputs the greater of 
the two as acceleration/deceleration order value GX order. 
For the driver's brake order value, the value at the point when 
lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
Gx dGy exceeds pre-defined threshold q0 is maintained. 
0143. In addition, if, as shown in FIG. 14(a), acceleration/ 
deceleration order value GX order is still greater than lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy even 
when the driver has terminated brake manipulation (point C"). 
acceleration/deceleration order value GX order is asymptoti 
cally converged towards lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration Gx dGy once the driver's brake order value 
becomes 0 (point C"). 
0144. When controlled thus, the driver's brake order value 
and the acceleration/deceleration order value by the vehicle 
motion control device 6 become continuous, thereby mitigat 
ing the unnatural feel experienced by the driver. 

<Acceleration Calculation at the Time of Curve Exit 

0145 A control configuration with respect to the present 
embodiment is shown in FIG. 12. Each sensor's output is fed 
to the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
device 11 and the vehicle speed control device 12. At the 
lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration device 
11, acceleration that is coordinated with the lateral motion of 
the vehicle 0 is calculated using the vehicle speed calculator 
3, the steering angle sensor 4 and the combined sensor 18, and 
is outputted to the acceleration/deceleration combining unit 
13. In addition, estimated lateral jerk is further calculated 
with respect to a transition Zone that changes from a transition 
Zone ahead to a straight path, and the acceleration that is to be 
generated in the transition Zone is calculated based thereon. A 
control operation is described in detail below. 
0146 In the present embodiment, as shown in FIG. 15, a 
scene at the time of curve exit, namely from a steady turn Zone 
to a straight Zone, is assumed. Points F to G are a steady turn 
Zone, and the curve radius does not change in this Zone. In 
order to hold vehicle speedVmin constant, the driver manipu 
lates the accelerator at this point. Points G to Harea transition 
Zone (easement curve Zone) where the curve radius gradually 
increases from minimum curve radius Riminaccording to the 
distance. At this point, due to a decrease in lateral acceleration 
Gy, lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
Gx dGy on the acceleration side is imparted to the vehicle 0 
pursuant to Equation 14. 
0147 Patent Document 1 and Non-Patent Document 1 
disclose that it is empirically known that gain Cxy in Equation 
14 assumes, as a fixed value, a value of 0.3 to 0.5. However, 
this is restricted to cases where lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration GX dGy is calculated as a negative 
value, that is, as a deceleration order value, and it cannot be 
ascertained when accelerating. 
0148. Accordingly, since the constraint of reaching a pre 
determined speed is absent when the transition Zone, as a road 
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shape, is short, there were cases where the acceleration con 
trol terminated without resulting in Sufficient acceleration, or 
cases where the speed was conversely too high due to exces 
sive acceleration. 
0149. As such, in the present embodiment, a description is 
provided regarding a method in which lateral jerk dGy that 
occurs in transition Zone GH ahead is estimated from a state 
where steady turn Zone FG is being traveled, speed Vout that 
is ultimately to be reached at point H, which is the curve exit, 
is defined, and gain Cxy accel at that point in time is deter 
mined. 

0150. The change in lateral acceleration over Zone FI is 
shown in FIG. 16. As discussed above, it is assumed that the 
driver so manipulates the accelerator as to maintain vehicle 
speed Vmin in steady turn Zone FG. In this case, unless 
vehicle speed Vmin and turning radius Rimin change, lateral 
acceleration Gy remains constant. 
0151 Easement curve Zone GH is a transition Zone 
between the curve's steady turn Zone FG and straight Zone HI, 
and as the vehicle 0 travels towards the curve exit, lateral 
acceleration Gy acting thereon decreases. The rate by which 
lateral acceleration Gy thus decreases represents lateral jerk 
dGy and may be estimated as follows using a linear function. 

Eq. 22 

Gy may (22) 

0152 Although Equation 22 differs from Equation 15 in 
sign, it may be expressed with the same equation. As stated in 
Embodiment 1, in an ideal transition Zone formed of a 
clothoid curve, if the driver releases steering at a constant 
steering speed, lateral acceleration Gy would decrease at a 
constant rate. Accordingly, it is speculated that a method of 
approximation that uses a linear function as in FIG.16 would 
not result in any significant sense of unnaturalness. 
0153. Based on Equation 22, estimated lateral motion 
coordinated acceleration/deceleration GX dGypre estimated 
to occur in transition Zone GH is expressed by the following 
equation. 

Eq. 23 

Cy accel Gymas (23) 
G. dGype = - 

0154. This estimated lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration Gx dGypre is outputted to the vehicle 
speed control device 12 as the output of the lateral motion 
coordinated acceleration/deceleration calculation unit 11. 
Next, the vehicle 0 is accelerated from vehicle speedVminto 
vehicle speed Vout by estimated lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration Gx dGypre. This may be 
expressed in an equation as follows. 

Eq. 24 

out nint-Cy accely max (24) 

(O155 Here, if vehicle speed Vent at point C at which 
deceleration based on lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration Gx dGy is started in FIG. 7 is memorized, 
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and vehicle speed Vout is set to the same vehicle speed as 
vehicle speedVent (i.e., Vout-Vent), this may be expressed as 
follows. 

Eq. 25 

Vent - Vnin (25) Cy et = - acce = G, . 

0156. In other words, by using lateral acceleration 
GX max, which has reached a maximum value while turning, 
vehicle speed Vmin at that point in time, and vehicle speed 
Vent at point C, it is possible to determine gain Cxy accel for 
reaching vehicle speed Vout (Vent) at point H, which is the 
curve exit. Thus, the acceleration outputted by the lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration calculation 
unit 11 is given by 

Eq. 26 

and is outputted to the engine control unit. 
0157 Through such control, by simply traveling through 
transition Zone GH by stepping on the accelerator as it had 
been to maintain vehicle speed Vimin, it is possible to restore 
the vehicle speed from vehicle speed Vout to vehicle speed 
Vent by the time point H (curve end point) is reached. Thus, 
the driver operation of having to change the speed in accor 
dance with the travel situation may be mitigated. 

<Acceleration 2 at Curve Exit 

0158 FIG. 17 shows lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration Gx dGy, which is the acceleration from 
when transition Zone GH is traveled. Lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy in this case 
increases and decreases in a repetitive fashion unless the 
driver's steering, the behavior of the vehicle 0, and the road 
surface condition are ideal. If this is taken to be an order value 
for the engine control unit as is, the longitudinal acceleration 
that occurs with respect to the vehicle 0 would also increase 
and decrease in a repetitive fashion, thereby compromising 
the comfort of the ride. 

0159. As such, as in acceleration/deceleration order value 
GX order in FIG. 17, the maximum value of lateral motion 
coordinated acceleration/deceleration GX dGy is maintained 
while the driver is stepping on the accelerator pedal. How 
ever, acceleration/deceleration order value GX order is so 
controlled as to be made 0 when lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration Gx dGy becomes 0. Thus, it is pos 
sible to reduce the influence of the detection noise of the 
various sensors, e.g., lateral jerk dGy, steering angle 6, etc., 
thereby reducing fluctuations in longitudinal acceleration, 
and improving the comfort of the ride. 

(Embodiment of Display) 
0160. An interface of the vehicle motion control device 6 

is presented in FIG. 18 and FIG. 19. First, the push-button 
type dial shown in FIG. 18 is pushed to create a system On 
state. The vehicle motion control device operates in this state. 
0161 Next, by turning the dial, the driver is able to select, 
as desired, one of safety mode (Sd), normal mode (No), and 
sport mode (Sp). These modes respectively varya in Equation 
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20. By way of example, it may be assumed that C-1 in safety 
mode, that C. 2 in normal mode, and that C. 3 in sport mode. 
0162. It is thus possible to adjust the deceleration to be 
generated shortly before entering a curve. In so doing, as in 
FIG. 19, an indication of the relevant mode is made, from a 
system On indication, on the indicator inside the vehicle for a 
given period of time along with some Sound effect, thereafter 
returning to the system On indication. Then, if a curve detec 
tion flag is activated, an indication of yellow and curve detec 
tion is made. 

0163. In so doing, if acceleration/deceleration order value 
GX order is negative, an indication of orange and decelera 
tion control in effect is made, and the system On indication is 
returned to once acceleration/deceleration order value 
GX order ceases to be negative. In addition, if, in a system. On 
indication state, acceleration/deceleration order value GX or 
der becomes positive, an indication of light blue and accel 
eration control in effect is made. Once acceleration/decelera 
tion order value GX order ceases to be positive, the system 
On indication is returned to. 

0164. The interface described above is merely an example. 
By way of example, instead of a push-button type dial, mode 
Switching made be performed via Voice recognition, or vari 
ous Switches may be aggregated on the steering wheel. 

(Order Value Suppression for Tire Overslip Prevention) 

0.165 Examples of yaw moments that are generated with 
respect to the vehicle 0 when Zone GH is traveled by accel 
erating in accordance with Equation 26 are shown in FIG. 20. 
The symbol k represents the front/rear wheel driving force 
distribution ratio, and is expressed as front wheels:rear 
wheels=k:1-k. By way of example, if k=1, it is front-wheel 
drive, whereas if k=0, it is rear-wheel drive. Yaw moment MZ 
indicated in this diagram takes the direction that facilitates the 
turning of the vehicle 0 to be positive. Accordingly, the anti 
clockwise direction is taken to be positive for yaw rate as well. 
0166 The acceleration order value given by Equation 26 
increases the negative yaw moment, commonly referred to as 
the restoring yaw moment, in order to bring the yaw rate that 
occurs while turning to 0 (a straight travel state) over the 
course of transition Zone GH. If no acceleration takes place, 
this is caused based on the lateral force difference between the 
front wheels and the rear wheels and on the center of gravity 
position. However, if acceleration does take place in this 
Zone, the load shifts from the front wheels to the rear wheels, 
which causes the lateral force difference to become even 
greater, and the restoringyaw moment that occurs at this point 
becomes even greater. Accordingly, it is possible to return to 
a straight travel state more quickly. 
0.167 However, as shown in FIG. 20, it can be seen that, if 
one were to attain the acceleration given by Equation 26 
entirely through the rear wheels, the yaw moment would at 
Some point change from being negative, which is referred to 
as a restoring yaw moment, to a yaw moment that facilitates 
turning. Further, it can be seen that, even if it is not attained 
entirely through the rear wheels, if the driving force allocated 
to the rear wheels is significant, the restoring yaw moment 
becomes Smaller although not quite reaching a facilitating 
yaw moment. Accordingly, gain Cxy may be varied in order to 
vary the magnitude of the acceleration to be generated 
depending on Such differences in the drive system. In addi 
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tion, driving force distribution for achieving an appropriate 
restoring yaw moment may also be performed. 

Embodiment 3 

0168 Next, Embodiment 3 is described. In Embodiment 
3, descriptions are provided regarding an embodiment where, 
with respect to the vehicle speed control device 12, control 
that holds the host vehicle speed constant (hereinafter 
referred to as cruise control) is combined. 
0169. The vehicle motion control device 6 of the present 
embodiment comprises the lateral motion-coordinated accel 
eration/deceleration calculation unit 11, the vehicle speed 
control device 12, and the acceleration/deceleration combin 
ing unit 13. Based on the vehicle speed calculated by the 
vehicle speed calculator 3, the vehicle speed control device 12 
performs a torque order with respect to the engine control unit 
(not shown) to maintain that vehicle speed. The engine con 
trol unit calculates the throttle opening that would attain the 
ordered torque with the current engine revolution rate, and 
controls the throttle valve. 

0170 The cruise control of the present embodiment is 
described using the graphs shown in FIG. 21. FIG. 21(a) 
shows vehicle speed. FIG. 21(b) shows the on/off of a cruise 
control switch by means of flag f CC On, which is made to 
assume Some numerical value other than 0 (e.g., 1) when On. 
The cruise control switch is operated by the driver through a 
Switch, etc., attached to the steering wheel. 
(0171 FIG. 21(c) shows accelerator pedal opening. FIG. 
21(d) shows brake pedal opening. Since flag f CC On is 0 in 
the Zone between to and ta, the vehicle 0 is in a normal state. 
If the driver is not manipulating the accelerator or the brake, 
the vehicle speed decreases due to travel resistance and 
engine braking. Then, at predetermined time ta, the driver 
turns the cruise control switch from Off to On. Flag f CC On 
thus becomes a value other than 0, and cruise control is 
started. 
0172. On the condition that the driver is manipulating 
neither the accelerator pedal nor the brake pedal at this point, 
the vehicle speed control device 12 takes the vehicle speed at 
the time (ta) at which flagf CC On changed from 0 to 1 to be 
a target vehicle speed, performs feedback control of the cur 
rent vehicle speed and the target vehicle speed to maintain 
this, calculates a cruise control order torque, and feeds it to the 
engine control unit. 
0173 The vehicle speed control device 12 constantly com 
pares the driving force requested by the driver and the cruise 
control order torque, and outputs the greater of the two. 
Accordingly, if the driver next steps on the accelerator from 
this state (tb), and the vehicle speed control device reads the 
accelerator opening and converts it into the driver's requested 
torque to produce a result that is greater than the cruise control 
order torque for maintaining the vehicle speed, that driver's 
requested torque is outputted to the engine control unit. Thus, 
the vehicle speed increases. 
0.174 Next, if the driver eases the accelerator pedal (tc), 
and the driver's requested torque falls below the cruise control 
order torque for maintaining the vehicle speed, the vehicle 
speed at that point is memorized, and feedback control for the 
current host vehicle speed is performed with that speed as the 
target vehicle speed. 
0.175. Next, it is assumed that the driver steps on the brake 
(td). Since this causes the driver's requested torque to become 
negative, the driver's requested torque is achieved through 
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engine braking, hydraulic brakes, the motor's regenerative 
torque, etc. Meanwhile, the vehicle speed decreases. 
(0176 Next, it is assumed that the driver releases the brake 
(te). As a result, the vehicle speed at the time at which the 
brake was released is taken to be the target vehicle speed, 
feedback control is performed in Such a manner as to maintain 
that vehicle speed, and an output to the engine control unit is 
made as a cruise control order torque. 
0177. If the driver then turns the cruise control switch Off, 
control for maintaining the vehicle speed ceases to be per 
formed, and the vehicle speed decreases in accordance with 
engine braking. Accordingly, when the cruise control Switch 
is On, the torque for keeping the current vehicle speed con 
stant and the driver's requested torque, which is calculated 
based on at least one of the driver's accelerator manipulation, 
brake manipulation, Equation 14, and Equation 26, are com 
pared, and the greater of the two is outputted. In addition, if 
the driver's requested torque is negative (e.g., when braking, 
etc.), the driver's requested torque holds priority. With such 
an operation, it becomes possible to mitigate the operational 
load on the driver. 
0.178 By way of example, a scene is assumed where a 
curve is entered with the cruise control switch turned On. The 
driver performs no accelerator or brake manipulations, and 
enters the curve with the speed held constant by cruise con 
trol. As shown in FIG. 5, distance LPC d to the curve ahead 
is calculated by the stereo camera. Reliability Con is accu 
mulated only while this lies within the range between toler 
able upper limit LV upper and tolerable lower limit LV lower 
forestimated distance LV to the curve, which is based on time 
integration of current vehicle speed V. If reliability Con 
exceeds a given value, Con th, it is determined that a curve 
has been detected, and the curve detection flag is activated. In 
Embodiment 1, a determination as to whether or not the driver 
has the accelerator turned off is made when this flag is acti 
vated. 

0179. In the present embodiment, deceleration intervenes 
when this flag is activated, and deceleration takes place in 
accordance with the decelerations of Equation 21 and Equa 
tion 14. Thereafter, a steady turn is performed while main 
taining the speed from when point D in FIG. 7 was reached. 
0180. Next, when the curve is exited and a transition is 
made to a straight line Zone, to provide a description using 
FIG. 15, a steady turn is performed in steady turn Zone FG. 
Acceleration Gx dGy in Equation 26 is calculated with the 
gain of Cxy accel in Equation 25 starting from point G, and 
transition Zone GH is traveled so that a predetermined speed, 
Vout, would be reached at point H. In so doing, assuming a 
predetermined exit speed Vout, if the cruise control switch is 
On, this exit speed Vout may be set to speedV0 at the point at 
which deceleration was started, that is, at the time at which the 
curve detection flag was activated. 
0181. It is noted that the present invention is by no means 
limited to the various embodiments discussed above, and that 
various modifications are possible within a scope that does 
not depart from the spirit of the present invention. 
0182. With respect to a vehicle motion control device of 
the present invention, a vehicle speed control device com 
prises a curve detection means that detects a curve ahead of 
the vehicle, and if the distance to the curve entrance detected 
by the curve detection means is within a predetermined range 
relative to the estimated distance to the curve calculated 
through time integration of the host vehicle speed with the 
distance to the curve entrance at a given time as an initial 
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value, the reliability of curve detection is made to be greater 
as compared to when it falls outside of the predetermined 
range. 
0183 In addition, with respect to a vehicle motion control 
device of the present invention, the vehicle speed control 
device maintains the reliability of curve detection when the 
distance to the curve entrance detected by the curve detection 
means falls outside of the predetermined range relative to the 
estimated distance to the curve calculated through time inte 
gration of the host vehicle speed with the distance to the curve 
entrance at a given time as an initial value. 
0184 Furthermore, with respect to a vehicle motion con 

trol device of the present invention, the vehicle speed control 
device accumulates the reliability of curve detection from 
when the distance to the curve entrance detected by the curve 
detection means lies within the predetermined range relative 
to the estimated distance to the curve calculated through time 
integration of the host vehicle speed with the distance to the 
curve entrance at a given time as an initial value, and deter 
mines that a curve lies ahead if the reliability reaches or 
exceeds a pre-defined value. 
0185. Furthermore, with respect to a vehicle motion con 

trol device of the present invention, the vehicle speed control 
device calculates a driver's requested braking/driving torque, 
which is converted from at least one of the vehicle's accel 
erator opening, brake manipulation amount, and lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration, and a given 
vehicle speed torque that is required to keep the current 
vehicle speed constant, and outputs the greater of the absolute 
values of the two if both torques are of the same sign, or the 
driver's requested braking/driving force if they are of differ 
ent signs. 
0186. Furthermore, while it is determined that there lies a 
curve, a vehicle motion control device of the present inven 
tion makes a correction in accordance with at least one of 
maintaining the curve radius detected by the curve detection 
means, increasing the time constant for when a first-order 
low-pass filter is passed, and decreasing the tolerable 
increase? decrease range with respect to time. 
0187. With respect to a vehicle motion control device of 
the present invention, based on curve information and vehicle 
speed, a lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
calculation means calculates the maximum lateral accelera 
tion that acts on the vehicle while traveling through a curve, 
and calculates the estimated lateral jerk based on that maxi 
mum lateral acceleration. 
0188 This vehicle speed may be defined as the vehicle 
speed when the amount by which the accelerator pedal is 
stepped on prior to a curve becomes equal to or less than a 
pre-defined threshold. In addition, the vehicle speed may be 
defined as the vehicle speed at the moment when it is deter 
mined by the curve detection means that a curve lies ahead of 
the vehicle. In addition, the vehicle speed may be defined as 
the speed when the calculation of the lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration is started by the lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration calculation 
device. 

1. A vehicle motion control device that performs accelera 
tion/deceleration control of a vehicle at curve entry and/or 
curve exit, the vehicle motion control device comprising: 

lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration cal 
culation means that calculates lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration, which is longitudinal 
acceleration/deceleration that is coordinated with lateral 
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motion of the vehicle in accordance with lateraljerk that 
acts on the vehicle at curve entry; and 

a vehicle speed control device that calculates pre-curve 
entry deceleration that is to be generated with respect to 
the vehicle before entering the curve, taking into con 
sideration the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/ 
deceleration calculated by the lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration calculation device. 

2. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 1, 
further comprising curve information acquisition means that 
acquires curve information comprising information on a 
curve radius of the curve and a distance from the vehicle to the 
curve, wherein 

the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
calculation means calculates estimated lateral jerk that 
estimates the lateral jerk based on the curve information 
acquired by the curve information acquisition means, 
and calculates estimated lateral motion-coordinated 
acceleration/deceleration that estimates the lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration based on 
the estimated lateral jerk, and 

the vehicle speed control device calculates the pre-curve 
entry deceleration based on the estimated lateral motion 
coordinated acceleration/deceleration calculated by the 
lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
calculation means. 

3. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 2, 
wherein the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decel 
eration calculation means calculates maximum lateral accel 
eration that acts on the vehicle while traveling the curve based 
on the curve information and vehicle speed, and calculates the 
estimated lateral jerk based on the maximum lateral accelera 
tion. 

4. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 3, 
wherein the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decel 
eration calculation means calculates the estimated lateraljerk 
by approximating a rate at which the lateral acceleration 
increases up to the maximum lateral acceleration with a linear 
equation. 

5. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 1, 
further comprising acceleration/deceleration combining 
means that calculates an acceleration/deceleration order 
value for controlling acceleration/deceleration of the vehicle 
based on the pre-curve entry deceleration calculated by the 
vehicle speed control device and the lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration calculated by the lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration calculation 
CaS. 

6. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 5, 
wherein the acceleration/deceleration combining means 
maintains a maximum value of the pre-curve entry decelera 
tion as the acceleration/deceleration order value. 

7. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 5, 
wherein the acceleration/deceleration combining means 
compares a maximum value of the pre-curve entry decelera 
tion calculated by the vehicle speed control device and the 
lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration calcu 
lated by the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/decel 
eration calculation means, and takes the greater of the two to 
be the acceleration/deceleration order value. 

8. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 6, 
wherein the acceleration/deceleration combining means 
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decreases the acceleration/deceleration order value in accor 
dance with a decrease in the lateral motion-coordinated accel 
eration/deceleration. 

9. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 1, 
further comprising: 

brake order value calculation means that calculates a brake 
order value that controls deceleration of the vehicle 
based on a manipulation amount of a brake pedal; and 

acceleration/deceleration combining means that calcu 
lates, based on the brake order value calculated by the 
brake order value calculation means and the lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration calcu 
lated by the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/de 
celeration calculation means, an acceleration/decelera 
tion order value that controls the acceleration/ 
deceleration of the vehicle. 

10. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 9. 
wherein 

if the brake pedal is being manipulated and the lateral 
motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration is not cal 
culated by the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/ 
deceleration calculation means, the acceleration/decel 
eration combining means takes the brake order value 
calculated by the brake order value calculation means to 
be the acceleration/deceleration order value, and 

if calculation of the lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration is started by the lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration calculation device while 
the brake pedal is being manipulated and the calculated 
lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
becomes equal to or greater than a predetermined value, 
the acceleration/deceleration combining means main 
tains the brake order value as the acceleration/decelera 
tion order value. 

11. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 
10, wherein, once the manipulation amount of the brake pedal 
becomes 0, the acceleration/deceleration combining means 
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compares the acceleration/deceleration order value and the 
lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration, and, if 
the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration is 
lower in deceleration than the acceleration/deceleration order 
value, causes the acceleration/deceleration order value to 
asymptotically converge towards the lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration. 

12. A vehicle motion control device that performs accel 
eration/deceleration control of a vehicle at curve entry and/or 
curve exit, the vehicle motion control device comprising: 

lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration cal 
culation means that calculates lateral motion-coordi 
nated acceleration/deceleration, which is longitudinal 
acceleration/deceleration that is coordinated with lateral 
motion of the vehicle in accordance with lateraljerk that 
acts on the vehicle at curve exit; and 

vehicle speed control means that calculates curve exit 
acceleration of the vehicle, taking into consideration the 
lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/deceleration 
calculated by the lateral motion-coordinated accelera 
tion/deceleration calculation means. 

13. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 
12, wherein the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/de 
celeration calculated by the lateral motion-coordinated accel 
eration/deceleration calculation device is maintained at, but 
only while an accelerator pedal is being stepped on, a maxi 
mum value of acceleration calculated in a curve transition 
Zone in which lateral acceleration of the vehicle decreases. 

14. The vehicle motion control device according to claim 
13, wherein the lateral motion-coordinated acceleration/de 
celeration calculated by the lateral motion-coordinated accel 
eration/deceleration calculation device is maintained at a 
maximum value of acceleration calculated in a curve transi 
tion Zone in which lateral acceleration of the vehicle 
decreases, and is decreased in accordance with a decrease in 
accelerator opening. 


